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Kakashi then catches back up with Naruto and reveals a plan Naruto and Kakashi continue to pursue Deidara while Sakura and
Chiyo continue the battle with Sasori.. Sakura and Chiyo continue their battle with Sasori, while Naruto and Kakashi follow
Deidara, and Team Guy fights their clones.
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The pastels sittin pretty zip front bra 90 7 MB: 9546: 28111 Naruto Shippuden Episode 416 English Dubbed Watch cartoons
online Watch anime online English dub a in YT-Vids.. Naruto Shippuden Season 6 720p (English Dub)/Naruto Shippuden
Episode 113 English Dub - Anime English Dubbed.. Sasori, remarking on Chiyo's ability to control so many puppets, summons
one hundred human puppets and the final battle begins.. Sasori attacks with an Iron Sand pyramid and prism, but Sakura is able
to fend them off, causing a cave in.. Sasori then uses a new technique to attack with randomly-growing iron spikes, landing a hit
imbued with a poison that quickly paralyzes its victims.
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Sakura remembers her training with Tsunade when she was taught to observe enemies' weaknesses and dodge their attacks..
With a final attack of the Third Kazekage's puppet, Sasori attempts to Season 17 Episode 414Sakura reveals that she took an
antidote against Sasori's poison which will make her immune to it for three minutes, forcing herself and Chiyo to end the battle
quickly.. Sakura manages to shatter Sasori's puppet body, but he reforms Chiyo summons the Ten Puppets of Chikamatsu..
Season 17 Episode 415Kakashi makes a shadow clone as a decoy and the crickets, mistaking the shadow clone for the real
Kakashi, detonate harmlessly.. Meanwhile, Naruto and Kakashi continue their pursuit of Deidara Deidara attempts to split up
Naruto and Kakashi by creating a swarm of explosive jumping crickets out of his clay and has them pursue Kakashi. Twitch
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